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WASTE WOOD FEEDSTOCK

STONEWOOD FEEDSTOCK
Safe for Our Communities
Our Stonewood product line is quality tested
and certified through the U.S. Composting
Council’s Seal of Testing Assurance (STA)
Program. Testing assures the product has
acceptable pH levels, salt content, and is free
of contaminants such as fecal coliform and
salmonella. In addition, the product is tested
for heavy metals as required for storm-water
pollution prevention plans (SWPPP).

Caltrans Specification:
20-5.03E(2)(c) Wood Chip Mulch
Wood chip mulch must:
1. Be derived from clean wood.
2. Not contain leaves or small twigs.
3. Contain at least 95 percent wood chips by
volume with an average thickness of 1/16 to 3/8
inch in any direction and 1/2 to 3 inches in length.

Ask your supplier about the
feedstock source, and always
request samples before and
during the job.

WHERE DO YOUR WOOD CHIPS COME FROM?
Better - From the Source
MulchMaster is working every day to ensure our
customers receive only the best quality products,
straight from clean hardwood feedstock sources.
We are involved in every step of the process; from
selecting the trees, to the sizing of the products,
®
to delivering the perfect Stonewood product to
your project.
Introducing Stonewood Hardwood Chip.™
Organic and Sustainable
Stonewood Hardwood Chips are selectively and
stringently engineered from clean, sustainably
harvested orchard wood. MulchMaster is a
leading California orchard removal company,
using the most advanced state-registered,

low-emission equipment to produce Stonewood
Hardwood Chips. Our skilled and trained
employees produce Stonewood in Central
California.
A Better, Longer Lasting Chip
Why purchase chips made from virgin hardwood
feedstock? Hardwood lasts longer and can
survive more wet seasons than soft woods. Fewer
applications over time save you money and labor.

BEFORE

Beware of inferior debris wood such as
construction wood, treated lumber, pallets and
particleboard, which may contain chemicals or
contaminants. Such waste woods will not equal
the lifespan of Stonewood.

AFTER

Hardwood Chip
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